PFI •• fiddling

figures be ind
close doors
John Uster
SECRECY is a key ingredient in the PFI process.
Once the initial decision to
embark upon a hospital
development has been
made, all of the detailed
discussions and negotiations on the size of the hospital and the costs to be
borne by the Trust take
place behind firmly closed
doors.
Planning is in the hands of
the consultants work ing for
the private consortia.
The process of checking
whether or not PFI deals represent value for money is also
a furtive one, conducted by
Trusts, health authorities, the
Department of Health and
Treasury civil servants. Only
when a deal has been done
and dusted are selected details
carefully released into the
public domain.
Even MPs can find it hard to
get the facts. The Commons
Health Committee recently
asked for details on the £2l4m
Norfolk and Norwich Hospital PFI scheme, only to discover th at an unknown
amount of information had
been withheld from publication in the "full bu siness
case". Committee Chair
David Hinchcliffe angrily
adjourn ed the meeting and
demanded Trust bosses come

Norfolk & Norwich Health Care N,
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MAIN EN T R A N C E
The £214m capital cost ofthe new Norfolk & Norwich Hospital under PF/ is a massive £70m
above the construction cost to the private sector. The extra cash appears to be "financing costs".
back with more information means a massive 35 percent are eager to avoid any public
after discovering that "confi - cutback in acute beds scrutiny of their figures :
dential" details had been throughout the county.
many of them show the scale
removed. '
The viability of the Full of the profits to be pocketed
Trust Chief Executive Mal- Business Case rests on the by the private firms, while
colm Stamp appeared unable injection of an extra £7m to others have been blatantly fidto grasp the MPs' objection, the revenue of the Worcester dled to make the scheme
arguing "What we have done Royal Infirmary, at the appear viable.
is send you full documenta- expense of axing in-patient
A detailed study commistion with indications of what care at Kidderminster Gen- sioned by UNISON of one
has been taken out as com- eral Hospital and A&E ser- Full Business Case, for the
vices in Redditch.
.North Durham Acute Hospimercial in confidence ."
The implications of these tals Trust, revealed the extent
No answers
cutbacks are far-reaching, and to which some PFI deals rig
Health authorities com- the probability is that the new the figures to make the case
manly ' respond to detailed small hospital will be for private funding.
criticism of the viability of swamped from day one by
The new Dryburn hospital
their plans by simply refusing emergency cases. But Worces- will have far fewer beds than
to answer questions - and tershire Health Authority has the hospitals it will replace:
omitting questions they can- stubbornly refused to answer but cash problems mean that
not answer from their sum- any detailed ' questions from some or" the new beds will
mary of the consultation pro- campaigners on how the remain closed for lack of staff.
cess.
reduced hospital services The PFI hospital will treat
One classic example of this would cope with demand.
fewer patients, but still cost
is Worcestershire, where a
There are good reasons why the health authority more
new PFI hospital in Worcester the PFI firms and the Trusts money each year - and require
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the forefront of the fight to defend the National
Health Service against cuts and privatisation.
We work with local campaigns and health union branches and regions all over England.
Wales and Scotland. helping to draft responses to plans for cuts and closures. analyse
local HA policies. design newspapers and flyers. and popularise
the campaigning response.
The campaigning resources of Health Emergency depend upon
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also get a genero us dis-
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count on THE publicity
and consult ancy services.
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Send to LHE at Unit 6, Ivebury Court, 325 Latimer Rd, London W I 0 6RA
PHONE 0181-960-8002. FAX 0181-960-8636. email health .emergency@virgin.net
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At long last we have now updated the London Health
E mergency web pa ge, giving In ternet surfers the
opportunity to view and download'pages from Health
Emergency, background on LHE and its work, press
releases,and some of LHE's detailed research reports.
You can find us at
http://freespace.virgin.netihealth.emergency/home.htm
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UNISON Eastern, East Midlands,
Southern an d Lon d on R
'
I hea Ith
egtona
committees
UNISON St George's, St Helier and
Bethlem & Maudsley health branches.
• MSF London Region
We can help your organisation produce an attractive tabloid newspaper, a
smart newsletter, or conduct research
on anything from mental health services to care of the elderly; from the
problems of A&E to the costs of PFI;
from the level of staff shortages to the
need for community hospitals.
Our rates are attractive, we work fast,
and after 15 years, we know the NHS.
Let us !<now how we can h'elp you:
Ring John Lister or Geoff Martin on 0181-960-8002.
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Look us up on
the vveb!

Emergency has been commissioned to
carry out research work, and drafted
and designed publicity materials, for a
wide range of organisations throughout
the country, including
• Wyre Forest District Council
• Save Oxfordshire's Community Hos-
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affiliations and donations from organisations and individuals.
~
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lf you have not already done so, affiliate your organisation for
1999: the annual fee is still the same as 1983 - £ 15 basic and
£25 for larger organisations (over 500 members). Affiliates receive bundles (35 copies)
of each issue of Health
PLEASE AFFILIATE our organisation to Health
. Emergency and other mail- I
Emergency. I enclose £150 £250 £...
ings. Additional copies of
Health Emergency are '
I also enclose £10 0 £20 0 for extra copies 0 f the
available:
bundles of 75
paper, and a donation of £. .. Total value of cheque £ ...
NAM E
for £ I 0 per year. and 150

an additional £750,000 a year [ect will pocket a healthy 18.5
subsidy from the government. percent return on their investThe public sector option ment . Yet the consortium has
would have been cheaper.
been able to borrow the
The
UNISON
report, money it needs on a fixed
Downsizing for the 21st Cen- interest rate of just 6.5 pertury, shows that the new hos- cent.
pital represents more than a
This level of profit means
50 percent reduction in beds that the public sector option
compared with the original comes out £22 million
1991 plan for a publicly- cheaper than PFI over 30
funded hospital, and will treat years: only by the most elabo7 percent fewer inpatients rate exercise in book cookery
than the present level, while can the deal be made to look
axing one in nine of its quali- cheaper over a 60-year period.
fied nurses.
As the UNISON report conThe health' authority will cludes: "Despite ,an investhave to pay an extra £1.5m a ment of £96m, annual payyear to sustain the new hospi- ments to the private sector of
tal, while also paying other over £12m a year for 30 years,
local Trusts to pick up the subsidies from central governadditional responsibilities of ment and the selling off of
caring for patients for whom NHS property, not a single
there will be no beds at Dry- extra patient will be treated."
burn.
• Doumsizing for the 21st
While the NHS loses out ,
by
Declan
Century,
and the Trust stands to spend
12 percent of its income on ' Gaffney and Allyson Polleasing the new hospital , PFI lock, published by UNIinvestors in the Durham pro- SON.
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